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Overview
Gaining insight from activity-focused
research is valuable way to generate
innovative, user-centered designs.
The photo-diary method allows
users to capture their daily activities.
Insights from the photos are then
tracked and analyzed using a series
of tools developed here at the
Institute of Design.

Process
Using disposable cameras, families
were asked to take photos of
activities in and around their
bathrooms. The photos were
reviewed with the families to gather
details about the activities. The data
was then used to analyze and group
into relevant topics for concept
generation.

Outcomes
Several inspirational concepts came
out of this research process, as
shown below. These concepts can
be expanded, and then used to
further explore their potential and
value to the user.

Data was gathered by interviewing families after they had
taken photos of activities in and around the bathroom.

Data was collected using a set of Excel-based tools that
assist in analyzing large sets of data.

Concepts were generated during team work sessions
based on the research data.

Gather Data
These are sample
photos from the
three families that
participated.

Data

The interviews
helped gather details
about each photo
which were tracked
in field books for
later analysis.

Tired of having “stuff” around, they do their
best to minimize clutter.

Custom-designed cabinet to provide storage
in the guest bathroom.
The family hangs up wet laundry on hangers
in the bathroom.

Make-up drawer: She
knows where everything is.
These items are purposely placed on the
towel rack for easy access.

Analyze
Insights

Insight statements
were created from
the field notes and
entered, along with
other data, into the
Excel-based User
Insight Tool.
The tool helps
track and sort large
amounts of photorelated data.

Customization
important for
bathroom decoration

Step ladder used to
access things placed
up high

Playful, subtle details
targeted for small
children

Different Cultures
have different
bathroom rituals

Heights of objects
Children do nonlimit children’s access bathroom activities in
the bathroom
Daughter used stool
Interior layout
previously
Children post up
informs products
artwork on the doors
Climbs on top of
used
washer to reach up
Glass doors are
Sloped tubs can’t
for towels
not used in child’s
hold bathroom
bathroom
Child has to pull at
products
towel to get it off the Children close the
Shower head used as hanging rack
door when using the
a hanging device
toilet
Handheld shower
heads give children
Children spend a lot
height control
of time with door
closed

Wet area for drying
clothes is needed
Desire to have
washer and dryer in
bathroom
Laundry hamper in
bathroom
No hamper in the
bathroom
Children don’t see
any value in hampers

Children don’t
always use their own
supplies
Cleanliness is more
important in some
cultures

Bathroom wall free
of hanging objects
Uses plants as
decoration
Medicine cabinet
integrated as
decoration

Children don’t see
any value in town
racks

Plunger is not
aesthetically pleasing

Towels are used by
multiple people

Soft light is pleasing

Storage area has illdefined organization
system

Bench inside the
shower has many
uses

Preference to shop
in bulk

Women place their
feet up high to shave

A lot of storage
space is used for
paper products

Parents see bathtubs
having resale value

Older children
choose their own
shampoo

Hooks mean you
don’t have to fold the
towels

Parents separate
their supplies from
their children’s

White towels have
clean appearance

Industrial-sized
bottles are too hard
to hold

Easy access to
towels

Multiple mirrors;
Inside used for
routine tasks

Family has multiple
bottles of same
product
Children use nontraditional objects as
cups

Not all storage is
Daughter has
being used a full
separate mirror in her capacity
own room
Closet near bathroom
Adjustable
stores non-bathroom
shelves allow for
items
customization
Magazines kept on
Work arounds
floor for reading
needed to customize
Boxed supplies are
bathroom
left open for easy
Shaver not
access
unplugged/left on
Drawers and
counter
medicine cabinet not
Outlet dictates
used frequently
where other items
Hair dryer lies on top
are placed
of toilet
Parents concerned
Sometimes floor
with visible clutter
stores bathroom
products

That’s out of
my Reach!

My
Bathroom,
My Way

Bathroom
Play

2-in-1
Cleaning

It’s for the
Kids

Leveraging
the Bath
Ledge

Soaking Up
The Water

Washing
Up!

Functionally
Pleasing

Storage of smaller
sized products is in
drawer
Counter stores
products they use
daily
Desires for objects
to appear only when
needed
Baskets are used to
cluster items
Accessibility of
supplies are different
for each person

Soap holders used
to store non-soap
objects

Storage rack does
not fit properly on
the shower head

Patterns

Storage space not
being utilized

Items are placed on
rack after shopping

Children use plastic
cups as storage

Using another Excelbased tool, the
Insight Matrix, the
list of insights were
ranked and then
clustered to show
their relationship to
each other. Names
were given to the
groupings to help
show hierarchy.

No extra towel
storage in bathroom

Hide the
Outlet

Long Term
Storage

Within
Arms Reach

Convenient
&
Clutter-free

Day-to-Day
Storage

Conceive
Criteria

Based on the data
gathering and
the groupings of
related insights a
set of criteria was
established to help
facilitate concept
generation.

Accommodating for unique bathroom layouts
Making objects accessible to children via bathroom furniture
Decorating bathrooms to enhance children’s creativity
Easily identifying and accessing your towel after bathing
Using the bathroom as a laundry room
Making the bathroom a pleasing environment
Creating organizational systems for storing bathroom supplies
Offering height variety for access to products and assist in bathroom tasks
Eliminating clutter around electronic devices
Creating storage based on specific habits and needs
Accessing daily items while minimizing clutter

Concepts

3

Using the list
of criteria, and
examples from
the interviews,
a series of work
sessions were held
to generate and
prioritize concepts
that would meet the
needs of the users.
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Individualized Hampers // inspires kids to keep their own resources tidy

2

The Laundry Closet // a convenient way to dry the delicates

3

Tucked Away // trough-styled shelving keep items accessible but clutter-free

4

Product Garage // pop-up & pull out shelving help organize daily and long-term supplies

5

Doodle & Read // storage that gives one many ways to kill time on the toilet
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